When data is submitted to TCIA it undergoes an extensive curation process to assure completeness, proper formatting to facilitate discovery and data reuse and removal of all protected health information. Once data is released on the public TCIA repository it is Published to the world. This publication is associated with the creation of a Digital Object Identifier that allows direct access to the data.

In addition to data publication via TCIA we strongly urge researchers who submit data to TCIA to also submit a Data Descriptor publication to a journal such as Nature Scientific Data. In this type of publication the authors will describe the data acquisition process, the experiment that drove this data collection and value of the data for future research (see each journal for specific content requirements). A Data Descriptor is a scientific paper that includes the DOI to the data previously published on TCIA and helps to call the attention of the scientific community to the data you have submitted. The details provided in a Data Descriptor publication greatly enhance the value of your contribution.

A Data Descriptor is different from a scholarly paper in which you describe your experiment and present the results of your analysis. Many journals do not provide sufficient space for details of data acquisition. So today you can provide those details and the data you collected by making full use of TCIA and journals that support data publication. In summary we urge you to:

1. Submit your data to TCIA for publication.
2. Submit a Data Descriptor article including the TCIA provided DOI to describe your data and how it was acquired.
3. Submit a paper describing your experiment and results.

Please remember in all of your publications based on TCIA data to include appropriate references to TCIA so we can identify your publications, reference them, and make them easily available to other researchers from the TCIA web site. These citations are critical for providing continued justification of funding from the agencies that support TCIA, and are what allow us to provide this data to you free of charge. Guidelines for how to cite TCIA can be found on our Citation Guidelines wiki page. In addition we would like to list these publications here on our web site. If you have utilized TCIA in your research please contact us at help@cancerimagingarchive.net so that we can include your publications in the list below. The publication list below includes references to the original data collection as well as publications that specifically used data from TCIA.

Download citation list (Endnote XML format)

For convenience you can also obtain the publications specifically based on TCIA in Endnote XML format: Pubs_basedon_TCIA0818.xml. This should be usable as input to your favorite reference management system.
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3. Ryalat MH, Laycock S, Fisher M, editors. *Automatic Removal of Mechanical Fixations from CT Imagery with Particle Swarm Optimisation*. International Conference on Bioinformatics and Biomedical Engineering; 2017: Springer. DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-56148-6_37
Collection: **LIDC-IDRI**

6. Wang, D; Fong, S; Wong, RK.; Mohammed, S; Fiaidhi, J; Wong, KKL. *Robust High-dimensional Bioinformatics Data Streams Mining by ODR-ioVFDT*. Scientific Reports 7, article number 43167 doi: 10.1038/srep43167

The following refer to the LIDC Collection data, created before submission to TCIA

7. Reeves AP, Biancardi AM, Apanasovich TV, Meyer CR, MacMahon H, van Beek EJR, Kazerooni EA, Yankelevitz DF, McNitt-Gray MF, McLennan G, Armato SG III, Henschke CI, Aberle DR, Croft BY, Clarke...


**Collection:** Mouse-Mammary

**These refer to the Mouse-Mammary Collection data, created before submission to TCIA**


**Collection:** NLST

Please see List of NLST Publications at NIH to browse publications from this Data Collection.
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**Collection:** Phantom FDA


13. Yankeelov TE. Integrating Imaging Data into Predictive Biomathematical and Biophysical Models of Cancer. ISRN Biomathematics, 2012; Article ID 287394. PMCID: PMC3729405

27. Atuegwu NC, Li X, Arlinghaus LR, Abramson RG, Williams JM, Chakravarthy AB, Abramson V, Yankeeov TE. Longitudinal, Inter-modality Registration of Quantitative Breast PET and MRI Data Acquired Before and During Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy: Preliminary Results. Medical Physics, 2014; 41:052302. PMCID: PMC4000383

These refer to the QIN-Breast Collection data, created before submission to TCIA

Reproduced from https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net
2. Yankee TE, Arlinghaus L, Li X, Gore JC. The role of magnetic resonance imaging biomarkers in clinical trials of treatment response in cancer. Seminars in Oncology, 2011; 38:16-25. PMCID: PMC3073543

Collection: QIN Breast DCE-MRI

Collection: QIN GBM DCE-MRI
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2. Ahmadvand P, Duggan N, Bénard F, Hamarneh G. Tumor Lesion Segmentation from 3D PET Using a Machine Learning Driven Active Surface. MLMI 2016 in conjunction with the 19th Int'l Conference on MICCAI. (link)
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These refer to the RIDER Collections data, created before submission to TCIA
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5. Wu, J; Sun, X; Wang, J; Cui, Y; Kato, F; Shirato, H; Ikeda, DM.; Li, R. Identifying relations between imaging phenotypes and molecular subtypes of breast cancer: Model discovery and external validation. Journal of Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 2586 doi: 10.1002/jmri.25661
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